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Abstract 
The goal of providing universal energy access to all by 2030 under the UN-led SE4ALL initiative calls for new 
and innovative solutions to rural electrification and is fuelling the recent interest in mini-grids. Mini-grid 
solutions are emerging as a third alternative to rural electrification, coming between the option of large-scale 
grid extension and pico-scale stand-alone solutions like solar home systems (SHS) or solar lanterns. 
International expectations of mini-grids are high, with the International Energy Agency suggesting that they will 
play a significant role in reaching the goal of universal access. Based on a detailed review of past, ongoing and 
planned mini-grids in East Africa, this paper seeks to deconstructs the popular notion of mini-grids for rural 
electrification in East-Africa. The paper reveals that so far activities carried out under the heading of mini-grids 
to a large extent consist of the hybridisation of existing utility-owned electricity systems for medium-size towns 
located far from the grid, which does not necessarily contribute to rural electrification. On the other hand, 
limited but increasing activity is identified regarding the use of mini-grids to bring electricity to rural villages 
and smaller rural towns. This is of specific interest because it is for this type of mini-grid that the main 
challenges are to be found with respect to identifying and testing adequate financing, ownership and business 
models. Based on the trajectories identified for mini-grids for rural electrification and the challenges identified 
in the literature, the paper concludes by proposing three avenues for further research.  
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1. Introduction 
 Attention to mini-grids as a way of accelerating energy access in unserved rural areas 

has grown rapidly in the past few years. With the announcement of "the international year of 
sustainable energy for all" (SE4ALL) by the UN Secretary General in 2012, the issue of 
energy poverty was raised high on the international development agenda. Although the issue 
of energy poverty is not new and has been recognised by governments and development 
agencies for decades, the SE4ALL initiative is the first time the issue has been addressed in a 
coordinated manner. The goal of universal access to all by 2030 under the SE4ALL initiative 
calls for new and innovative solutions and is fuelling the recent interest in mini-grids.  

Mini-grid solutions are emerging as a third alternative to rural electrification, coming 
between the option of large-scale grid extension and pico-scale stand-alone solutions like 
solar home systems (SHS) or solar lanterns. The International Energy Agency (IEA) suggests 
that 70% of all rural areas globally are not suited to electrification through grid extension, and 
that renewable energy-powered mini-grids will therefore play a significant role in reaching 
the goal of universal access 1. At the same time, there are strongly voiced expectations that 
the private sector will play a major role in upscaling mini-grids in respect of both financing 
and implementation.  
 Expectations regarding mini-grids are based partly on an indispensable need for 
alternative solutions to slowly growing national grids and the low-quality options of 
individual solutions, and partly on a highly positive narrative about their advantages. 
Characteristics such as greater flexibility than the main grid, modularity and better quality 
electricity than individual systems are emphasised. Furthermore, recent technological 
advances, especially in solar PV, and the resulting lower prices, greater efficiency and greater 
reliability have led to a situation in which renewable energy-based mini-grids are cost-
competitive with other decentralised electrification solutions like diesel generators 2,3. 
Finally, the possibility of grid-readiness and smart solutions drawing on information and 
communication technology provide promise of new opportunities for both mini-grid 
developers and rural consumers. 
  However, the concept of mini-grids in the current international development 
discourse is a highly popular notion without a commonly adopted conceptualisation of the 
large variety of systems. The positive narrative of mini-grids has developed a considerable 
degree of international hype, with mini-grids being put forward almost as a panacea for 
fulfilling the SE4ALL goal of universal access by practitioners and researchers. As 
highlighted by ARE, mini-grids "have the potential to become the most powerful 
technological approach for accelerated rural electrification" (Reference 3, p.11).  
 In Asia the mini-grid experience is fairly well-documented, particularly in India, with 
a growing body of literature documenting operational experience (case studies and lessons 
learnt) with mini-grids. Topics in the literature include: i) reviewing current experience from 
the angle of technology, business models, policies, financing and opportunities and 
challenges 4–7; ii) evaluation of the impact of mini-grids on rural electrification 8,9; iii) 
comparative analysis of specific organisational mini-grid models 10; and iv) analysis of 
specific mini-grid systems from the angle of economic viability 11, household preferences 12 
and socio-economic aspects 13. Studies using specific theoretical lenses such as transitions 
theory 14,15 are also emerging.  
 Turning to Africa the literature is mainly addressing rural electrification in general. 
Topics in the literature include: i) generic business models 16,17; ii) country specific case 
studies 18; iii) policy-tailored analyses targeting country-scale institutional environment and 
enabling frameworks 19–22; iv) financing 23,24; and v) planning and scale 25–27. 
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 But interestingly, on the continent where the challenges of achieving universal access 
are the greatest, only limited research has been carried out on practical experience with 
renewables-based mini-grids for rural electrification 10. Three pieces of work, all project-
specific single-case studies using a narrative style to describe the organisational arrangement 
of the mini-grid, are highlighted here. Ilskog et al. describe an organisational model of a 
mini-grid in Tanzania where a cooperative owns and manages the system 28. Eder et al. 
describe a particular mini-grid project in Uganda through a technological innovation system 
lens 29, while Kirubi et al. evaluate to what extent a specific mini-grid project contributes to 
rural development 30. There is thus a need to understand current trends in mini-grid 
development in an African context and to set a relevant research agenda.  
 
Against this background, this paper sets out to answer to the following research questions:  

- How is the concept of the mini-grid understood and used in the current international 
development discourse?  

- What are the status and current trends in the application of organisation models for 
renewable energy mini-grids in East Africa?  

- What are the implications for setting a relevant research agenda? 
 
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the research methods. Section 3 
presents a framework for deconstructing the concept of mini-grids. Section 4 maps existing 
mini-grids in Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania according to this framework and highlights 
country priorities and directions. Section 5 provides a discussion of identified trends and 
concludes by providing suggestions for further research.  
 

2. Methods 
The paper is based on a desk study comprising a review of peer-reviewed and grey 

literature supplemented by information retrieved from the internet from mini-grid developers, 
development agencies, governments and NGOs.  

The mini-grid types in Section 3.1 are derived inductively from the available 
information on mini-grid cases described in the literature. Ownership models in Section 3.2, 
on the other hand, are based on an already well-established categorisation of ownership 
structures in the literature.  

In addition to the above-mentioned sources, to identify existing mini-grids systems in 
Tanzania, Uganda and Kenya in Section 3, information was gathered through participation in 
the Africa Mini-grid Summit held in Nairobi on 18-19 November 2014. In addition, email 
correspondence with mini-grid developers has been used as a source of confirmation and 
elaboration and of snowballing to reach further informants.  

 
 

3. Analytical framework 
The aim of this section is to deconstruct the popular notion of mini-grids in order to arrive 

at an empirically based conceptualisation of mini-grids broken down into sub-categories.  
Definitions of mini-grids in the literature range very broadly. Some definitions are all-

encompassing, with no defined size limit and with the only defining characteristic being an 
off-grid generation and distribution system 31–33. Other authors use the defining characteristic 
of size and define mini-grids to be in the capacity range of 5 kW to 200 kW 14 or up to 300 
kW 34. Schnitzer et al. uses the term micro-grids, which they define as  "systems up to 
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roughly 100 kW" 10. Tenenbaum et al. also distinguish between micro- and mini-grids and 
use targeted markets as a defining characteristic, mini-grids being "isolated grids (typically 
ranging in power output from tens of kilowatts (kW) to tens of megawatts (MW) and serving 
several hundred customers) in rural areas of developing countries", while micro-grids are 
"systems of very small scale, with power output ranging from hundreds of watts to a few 
kilowatts, and typically fewer than 150 household customers" 35 ( p. 44). Yet others include 
the term pico-grid to describe systems below 1 kW 36. UNEP, in its "Clean Energy Hybrid 
Mini-Grids in Remote Areas: An Investment Opportunity?" programme uses "sufficient scale 
for investment" in defining mini-grids for inclusion in the programme and focuses on systems 
> 100 kW 37.  

These various definitions point to different perceptions of what a mini-grid is and what 
the concept entails. In the context of the goal of universal access to energy, a broad definition 
of mini-grids encompassing all mini-grid types could be appropriate to some extent, as all 
mini-grids are likely to create positive social impacts in the form of general increases in 
electrification. However, too broad a definition also masks the fact that some mini-grids are 
implemented in order to provide energy access directly benefitting rural poor populations, 
whereas other mini-grids are implemented in order to increase energy supply in urban or peri-
urban settings without increasing rural energy access. Business models in pursuit of these 
different aims are bound to differ, with one end of the spectrum targeting rural populations 
and requiring long-term and less financially lucrative investments, while the other end of the 
spectrum depends on easier, quicker and more financially profitable opportunities targeting 
broader segments of society. Furthermore, a broad definition also masks the fact that different 
policy frameworks and financing mechanisms are needed to promote different types of mini-
grids and business models. Against this background, an attempt is made in Section 3.1 to 
deconstruct the concept of mini-grids to arrive at more detailed categorisation of them.  

 

3.1 Mini-grid types  
 Table 1 presents an overview of the different methods of rural electrification, with 
mini-grids placed in the spectrum between pico-sized household systems and large-scale grid 
extension. Rural electrification is divided into four overall categories according to the 
systems used: off-grid household systems, off-grid stand-alone systems, mini-grids and grid 
extension. These four categories are further divided into a sub-system typology which makes 
it possible to differentiate between various mini-grid types.  

Mini-grids as presented in Table 1 are defined as decentralised energy systems consisting 
of power generation assets (hydro turbine, solar panels, batteries, inverters, etc.) and 
distribution assets (the wires, poles etc.) with power capacity between 0,2 kW and 2 MW 
connecting two or more individual households. This definition covers the majority of systems 
called mini-grids in the literature. The three characteristic features of mini-grid sub-systems 
are: i) the nature of the power supply (AC/DC); ii) the targeted market; and iii) the size of the 
system. Mini-grids are divided into the following four sub-systems: "DC village mini-grids", 
"ABC mini-grids", "AC village mini-grids" and "Large mini-grids". The characteristics and 
definitions of these four mini-grid types will be described in detail below.  

The classification in Table 1 is not assumed to be definitive or exhaustive, and the various 
electrification systems listed may overlap between the various categories. However, the table 
is meant to situate mini-grids in the wider context of rural electrification alternatives and to 
present a breakdown and hence a better overview of the mini-grid alternatives currently 
identified in the literature.  
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Table 1. Characteristics of electrification methods  

Rural 
electrification 
system  

Sub-system  Nature of 
power 
supply 

Market Description  Capacity / 
approximate 
size* 

Off-grid 
household 
systems 

Small pico-systems: solar 
lanterns, LED lamps, solar 
chargers 

DC Lighting and charging of batteries and 
mobile phones in mainly non-electrified 
areas 

1 - 10 W 

Home systems (e.g. SHS)  DC Off-grid electricity demand in private 
homes in dispersed settlements, in 
smaller non-electrified villages and on 
the outskirts of electrified towns and 
villages far from existing distribution lines 

10 - 100 W 

Non-household 
stand-alone off-
grid systems 

Stand-alone 'institutional 
systems’ 
 

AC Institutions located in villages without 
grid or mini-grid, or on the outskirts of 
grid-electrified villages and basic 
electricity supply for the tourism sector 
(mainly lighting) for rural lodges and 
hotels 

50 - 500 W 

Mini-grids DC village mini-grids (e.g. 
modular PV systems). Also 
referred to as micro-grids by 
some. 

DC Single village (up to hundreds of HH) 
located far from existing grid 

0.2 - 5 kW 

Anchor-business-community 
(ABC) mini-grids (e.g. 
telecom towers or lodges) 

AC Powering an anchor costumer, combined 
with supply to nearby villages 

0.2 - 15 kW 

AC village mini-grids (e.g. 
hybrid PV-diesel, hydro 
schemes)  

AC Single or plural villages (up to hundreds 
of HH) and small towns located far from 
existing grid  

1 - 300 kW 

Large mini-grids (e.g. diesel 
powered)  

AC Large towns located far from existing grid >300 kW - 2 
MW 

Grid-connected 
mini-grids 

SWER (single wire earth 
return) 

AC SWER connection to private and 
cooperative owned mini-grid 

0.2 - 500 kW 

Agro-business (a larger 
version of the ABC mini-
grid) 

AC Own generation combined with whole 
sale to utility (sometimes also combined 
with distribution to local community) 

1 - 5 MW 

Connection of existing mini-
grid 

AC Any of the above (except DC Village mini-
grid)  

0.2 kW - 5 
MW 

Grid-extension Electricity generation AC Expansion of production capacity in 
existing grid  

> 4 MW 

Source: adapted from 38.  
 
 
  

                                                      
* Terminology in regards to capacity differs depending on technology. For solar PV technology, as maximum 
electric load depends on solar irradiation levels and therefore cannot be expected at all times, kW or MW peak 
(p) is used to describe the potential maximum capacity. For other technologies, such as diesel or biomass 
generators, kW or MW is used for the maximum load, which in this case can be delivered at any time. In this 
paper, kW and MW are used as maximum load for all mini-grid systems regardless of technology. 
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DC village mini-grids (0.2 - 5 kW) 
 The "DC village mini-grid" provides DC power at a low voltage of between 12 and 48 
V and for a limited number of hours, usually 5-7 5. The DC village mini-grid system consists 
of a DC power-generating unit (e.g. one or more solar PV panels), wires for distribution, a 
control unit and an electrical storage unit 39. As the name suggests, the DC village mini-grid 
supplies power to a village (or a cluster of villages), the off-takers of electricity being people 
living in the village either for private use or for low-voltage appliances in shops. The DC 
village mini-grid can supply power for appliances like LED lighting, cell phone charging, 
radios and DC TVs or fridges. The sizes of DC village mini-grids range from about 0.2 kW to 
about 5 kW.  
 DC village mini-grids provide power that is comparable to pico-systems like SHS and 
cannot support productive uses to the same extent as AC-driven systems. DC village mini-
grids can, however, provide cheap and reliable power in areas where the main demand is for 
lighting and mobile phone charging. Due to the restricted applicability of DC power, some 
authors refer to DC village mini-grids as micro-grids 7 or as skinny-grids 40.  
 
 
Anchor-Business-Customers (ABC) mini-grids (0.2 - 15 kW) 
 The Anchor-Business-Customers mini-grid supplies power to three different groups 
of targeted customers, namely an anchor client, who is ensuring a steady revenue for the 
developer; small village businesses or institutions with a greater load demand than regular 
households; and lastly rural household customers 41. ABC mini-grids supply AC power 
through an AC low-voltage network (e.g. 230V/50Hz, 120V/60Hz). The system consists of a 
generating unit, distribution wires, storage unit, load controller and inverter. The heart of the 
AC-coupled system is the bi-directional battery inverter, which provides the voltage and 
frequency control of the grid 42. The size of ABC mini-grids are between 0.2 and 15 kW 38.  
 Currently the ABC mini-grid is associated particularly with the telecoms sector and 
greening of the current diesel-fired generators used to electrify remote mobile masts. 
Implementation of ABC mini-grids is driven primarily by cost savings potentials for power 
delivery companies, as solar PV-driven power stations for telecom base stations are 
increasingly competitive with conventional diesel-driven ones 43.  
    
AC village mini-grid (1 - 300 kW) 
 The technical specifications of an AC village mini-grid are the same as those of ABC 
mini-grids. Like the DC village mini-grid, the AC village mini-grid supplies power to people 
living in rural villages as well as local businesses, however without an anchor customer. The 
defined target market is hence a whole village, a subgroup in a village or a cluster of villages. 
Systems are of sizes between 1kW and 300 kW, with the upper limit being highly indicative.  
 AC village mini-grids have the potential to deliver three-phased grid-quality power 
with high reliability. They can power high-power devices such as fans, agricultural machines, 
pumps etc. and can thus support productive uses. Furthermore they can be designed to be 
grid-ready, which means that they can be integrated into the national grid in the case it arrives 
at the location. However, there are no standards for mini-grid systems, and AC village mini-
grids are built according to individual specifications. Accordingly, AC village mini-grids are 
not necessarily designed to provide three-phased power or to be grid-ready.  
 
Large mini-grid (> 300 kW - 2 MW) 
 Large mini-grids differ from AC village mini-grids in having a higher installed 
capacity, otherwise the technical components are the same. Mini-grids of this type usually 
range above 300 kW up to several MW. However the limit between AC village mini-grids 
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and large ones is somewhat arbitrary, and when tested empirically it can prove difficult in 
some cases to distinguish AC village grids from large mini-grids solely on the basis of 
capacity size. However, instead of being targeted at the rural population on the village scale, 
large mini-grids are targeted at urban centres located far from the main grid or at powering a 
factory or large agribusiness.  
 In Africa, large mini-grids have traditionally been installed by the utility as a 
supplement to ongoing grid-extension, simply as a least-cost option for electrifying urban 
centres lying out of the reach of the main grid. Large agribusinesses that produce electricity 
for their own consumption and supply power to nearby communities are also examples of 
large mini-grids. 
 
 

  

3.2 Ownership models  
 A second dimension by which to categorise mini-grid systems, is according to the 
organisational model. Ownership of the assets, responsibility for implementation, 
responsibility for operation and maintenance (O&M) and financing the system all form part 
of the organisational model for implementing and running a mini-grid 3. These four aspects 
can be divided between various actors in complex ways, which makes the definition and 
classification of such organisational models challenging.  
 In the effort to define and classify organisational models, some authors refer to 
business models 3, other to operator models 41 and yet others to ownership models44. 
According to ARE, "ownership is clearly the dominant and most decisive element on which 
to base a typology of business models" (Reference 3, p. 21). However, as Hazelton et al. has 
pointed out, the term “ownership” is interpreted differently in the literature45. Some authors 
define the owner of a mini-grid "as the entity that initiates the project and finances its 
delivery [...]" (Reference 45, p. 2). Other interpretations of ownership include those 
responsible for the operation and maintenance of the system (ibid.) (E.g. 41). 
 In order to establish a clear defining parameter on which to classify organisational 
models, this paper defines ownership models based on actual and legal ownership of assets. 
The focus on legal ownership has been chosen to make a clear distinction between who owns, 
implements, operates and finances the mini-grid. It is argued here that actual ownership of 
assets deserves more attention than it currently receives, and that legal ownership can serve 
as a more accurate parameter when categorising organisational models.  
 The four ownership models adopted here are the following: utility ownership, hybrid 
ownership (a combination of private/utility/community), private ownership and community 
ownership 3,41.  
 Particularly in relation to community ownership, a clearer distinction between the four 
aspects of an organisational model could prove valuable, as the current terminology on 
community ownership is vague. The term “community ownership” is used in the literature to 
refer to a wide variety of organisational models, including arrangements in which legal 
ownership does not lie with the community 17,46,47. The term “ownership” is hence used in a 
broad sense to describe both legal ownership, i.e. cooperatives 48,49, and to describe a sense of 
ownership in the meaning of a local buy-in. This paper therefore suggests that the specific 
terminology of community ownership be broadened to adopt a new term that covers the 
specific type of community ownership in the meaning of local buy-in, namely "symbolic 
ownership". In the classification below, community ownership is thus further subdivided into 
legal ownership and "symbolic" ownership. 
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 Ownership of assets does not determine the responsibility for operation and 
management (O&M) nor for the financing of the system. These aspects therefore have to be 
elaborated separately under each ownership model. Each of the four ownership models can 
depend on one or more of the contractual arrangements highlighted below in Table 2 in 
relation to O&M, commercial risk and capital investment.  
 
 
Table 2. Contractual options for the four ownership types  
Contractual 
arrangements 

Operation and 
Maintenance 

Commercial 
Risk 

Capital 
Investment 

Contract 
Duration 

None Owner Owner Owner N/A 
Outsourcing 3rd party Owner Owner 1 to 2 years 
Management 
contract 

3rd party Owner Owner 3 to 5 years 

Long-term 
lease 

3rd party 3rd party Owner 8 to 15 years 

Concession 3rd party 3rd party 3rd party 25 to 30 years  
Build, Operate 
Transfer  

3rd party 3rd party Owner 20 to 30 years 

Build, Own, 
Operate, 
Transfer 

3rd party 3rd party 3rd party 20 to 30 years 

Source: adapted from 50 
 
 

The most typical combinations of ownership model and contractual options are 
elaborated further below.   
  
Utility Ownership 
 Utility ownership is where a utility owns both generation and distribution assets. 
O&M and financing can be split between public and private entities in various ways. These 
organisational arrangements take the form of public private partnerships (PPP) with different 
contractual arrangements. PPP contracts include service contracts, management contracts or 
long-term leases. With a service contract, the public entity remains the primary service 
supplier, but sub-contracts specific activities to a third-party operator. This can include some 
of the functions of O&M. Commercial risk and capital investment lie with the public entity. 
A management contract between a public entity and a private entity will usually cover all the 
functions of O&M, as well as several management functions, such as equipment 
management, staff management, accounting or marketing services 50. Also here, commercial 
risk and capital investment lie with the public entity. An example of a management contract 
between a public entity and a private entity is the Santo Antâo Island solar PV hybrid mini-
grid in Cape Verde 51. Through a long-term lease, the commercial risk is transferred to a 
private entity. Under such a contract the contractor agrees to manage a public service, at his 
own risk, for a consideration paid by consumers 50. An example of a long-term lease is the 
SPUG project in the Philippines 3.  
 
 
Hybrid Ownership 
Hybrid ownership is where ownership of generation assets and distribution assets is divided 
between two or more entities. In this model, specific contractual arrangements between 
different actors apply. The most common of such arrangements is the power purchase 
agreement (PPA), in which a small power producer who owns the production assets sells 
power to a distributor who owns the distribution network, usually the utility. O&M and the 
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financing of such systems are usually also hybridized in nature. For example, in a Build, 
Operate and Transfer Contract, investment charges, operation and maintenance, commercial 
risk and asset ownership for the duration of the contract are shared between the public and 
private entities as part of a mixed enterprise corporation 50. An example of hybrid ownership 
is the Tanganyika Wattle Company Ltd (TANWAT) in Tanzania, which, in addition to 
generating power for its own consumption, also sells power through a PPA to a national 
utility-owned mini-grid 52.  
 
 
Private Ownership 
Private ownership refers to cases in which a private entity plans, builds and owns both 
production and generation assets. Funding depends on private equity and commercial loans, 
as well as, in some cases, on some form of government support, e.g. grants, subsidies, results-
based financing, or public-sector loan guarantees 41. Fully privately financed mini-grids are 
rare but do exist (e.g. Powergen and Powerhive in Kenya, Mesh Power in Rwanda and India). 
O&M usually lies with the private business itself, but it can also be outsourced to a third 
party. O&M is in some cases handed over to a community-based organisation in order to 
increase local buy-in and the local "sense of ownership". This particular arrangement is 
referred to in this paper as "symbolic" community ownership and is elaborated further below. 
A private company can also Build, Own, Operate and later Transfer ownership (BOOT) to, 
e.g., a local cooperative or village group. An example of this is DESI Power in India 11. In the 
case of the concession, investment charges, operation and maintenance, commercial risk and 
asset ownership for the duration of the contract are fully born by a private contractor. An 
example of privately owned mini-grids being operated through a concession is the Yeelen 
Kura solar hybrid mini-grid in Mali 51.  
  
 
Community Ownership 

In an attempt to add clarity to the terminology on community ownership, I distinguish 
in this paper between legal ownership and "symbolic" ownership. Legal ownership entails 
full ownership by a communal institutional entity (e.g. a cooperative) of production and 
distribution assets. O&M activities can be outsourced to a third party or remain with the 
owner (the communal institutional entity). Examples include Thiba in Kenya 53 and Urambo 
in Tanzania 49. In these cases, financing usually comes from donors and implementation 
support from NGOs or REAs.  

"Symbolic" community ownership entails an institutional arrangement whereby legal 
ownership of the assets remains with the implementer or the investor, whether an NGO, a 
private company, REA or municipal utility, whereas "symbolic" ownership is transferred to 
the community through the formation of, e.g., an energy committee, which then owns 
responsibility for the O&M of the system. Especially in relation to community ownership, 
ownership structures are often so vaguely described in the literature that it is difficult to 
describe the institutional arrangements involved. Therefore the prevalence of symbolic 
ownership is unknown, and more research will be needed to understand what role this 
ownership type plays in the field of what the literature refers to as community-based mini-
grids.  
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4. Current and planned mini-grid installations in East Africa 
Section 4.1 provides an overview of currently operating mini-grids in Tanzania, Uganda 

and Kenya based on the framework outlined in Section 3 and provides an overview of the 
policy environment and planned mini-grids in the tree countries (Section 4.2). This will be 
followed by a discussion of identified trends in the market in Section 5.  

 

4.1 Current mini-grid installations  
Due to the limited availability of information on organisational models and ownership 

models, this section does not claim to be exhaustive. However, it presents a broad and 
inclusive picture of the current mini-grid landscape in East Africa illustrated by examples of 
mini-grid types and ownership models in the region. These examples of currently operating 
mini-grids are presented in  

 based on the classification in Section 3 and are organised according to ownership model, 
type of mini-grid and country.  

Utility-owned mini-grids are left out of this table, as they represent primarily "large mini-
grids" and have traditionally been implemented with the primary function of electrifying 
large towns or cities. For that reason it can be argued that their role in rural electrification is 
limited.  
 
 
Table 3. Examples of mini-grids types and ownership models  
Ownership 
model 

Name of owner Mini-grid 
type 

Country System size Technology 

Hybrid  Ngombeni Power Ltd 
/ TANESCO  

Large Tanzania 1.5 MW Biomass  

Tangayika Wattle 
Company Ltd. / 
TANESCO 

Large Tanzania 2.5 MW Biomass 

Private  Devergy  DC Tanzania 3 kW Solar 

Sincro Sitewatch ABC Tanzania Unknown Unknown 

Kirchner Solar ABC Uganda 22.5 kW Solar 

Carbon X  AC Tanzania 11 kW Solar  

Husk power  AC Tanzania 32 kW Rice husk 

Kisiizi Power 
Company 

AC Uganda 300 kW Hydro 

Remergy AC Uganda 5 kW Solar 

Powergen  AC Kenya  1.4 kW Solar  

Powerhive  AC Kenya  20 kW Solar  

Andoya Hydro Electric 
Power Company  

Large Tanzania 1.2 MW Hydro 

Community 
 

Urambo Village 
Cooperative 

AC Tanzania 180 kW Diesel 

Community of Thiba AC Kenya  135 kW Hydro 

Cooperative in 
Kitonyoni 

AC Kenya  13.5 kW Solar  

Source: author’s own elaboration. 
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 The examples listed in Table 3 are described in detail below.  

Hybrid ownership 
 The only type of mini-grid identified with hybrid ownership is large mini-grids. There 
are no known examples of village mini-grids using this ownership structure. This does not, 
however, conclude that such systems do not exist. ABC mini-grids, as will be shown later, 
are implemented purely through a private ownership model.  
 
Hybrid large mini-grids  
 Ngombeni Power Ltd, Mafia Island, Tanzania, is an example of a large mini-grid with 
a hybrid ownership model. The production unit is a biomass unit, namely a steam turbine 
running on coconut wood privately owned by a company called Ngombeni Power Ltd. The 
distribution grid is owned and managed by TANESCO. Installed capacity is 1.5 MW, and the 
company sells power at 11 kV to the national utility TANESCO at $0.301/kWh 54.  
 The forestry product company Tangayika Wattle Company Ltd (TANWAT), 
Tanzania, commissioned in 1995, is another example of a large mini-grid with hybrid 
ownership. TANWAT produces power using waste wood from production and has an 
installed capacity of 2.5 MW 55. In addition to power generation for its own consumption, the 
plant sells surplus power to the Njombe/TANESCO-owned mini-grid through a power 
purchase arrangement (PPA) with TANESCO covering 1.4 MW 52.  

Private ownership 
 The private ownership model is the most diverse model, and all four types of mini-
grids are seen implemented through it.  
 
Private DC village mini-grids 
 This type of mini-grid represents a small part of installed systems.  

Devergy is a Tanzania-based private company which started installing a solar PV 
mini-grid system in 2012 in the pilot village of Matipwili 56. By October 2014 Devergy had 
electrified six villages with a total installed capacity of 18 kW (F. de Pascale, personal 
communication, November 2014). The mini-grid systems consist of connected individual 
solar panels with an associated battery for storage and a meter for each household that can be 
charged using prepaid electricity cards via mobile phones (ibid.).  

 
Private ABC mini-grids 

ABC mini-grids are purely operated through the private ownership model. However, 
this does not rule out subsidies or donor support. On the contrary, donor-supported initiatives 
have been launched in all three countries to develop the private market for the ABC model 
within the telecom sector.  
 Sincro Sitewatch Ltd. is a privately owned Tanzanian company with majority 
Tanzanian shareholding. As its core business it maintains and fuels approximately 800 
telecom towers in Tanzania using conventional diesel generators. According to their CEO, 
the company is in the process of changing from being solely a power maintenance 
subcontractor to being an energy service provider 57. In the village of Mgera, the company 
has connected households and the school to the network, with support from the World Bank. 
Surplus electricity from the telecom station is used by rural customers.  
 Kirchner Solar, Uganda, is piloting the ABC model as a new market segment in 
Kabunyata village, Luwero district, with support from GIZ. Kirchner Solar has installed solar 
containers with a capacity of 22.5 kW and acts as an energy services provider for both the 
telecom operator and private households 58,59.  
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 African Solar Designs, Kenya, has recently received a seed grant under the joint IFC–
GSMA “Green Power for Mobile” program* to provide renewable power to an Airtel base 
station and to electrify a nearby community though a mini-grid for businesses and an energy 
kiosk for households to access charging and solar products 60. The seed grant and the project 
is functioning as a pilot to generate lessons about ABC mini-grid business opportunities for 
private companies. 

No detailed information is available about the outcomes of these ABC mini-grid 
projects in the literature. 
 
Private AC village mini-grids 

Carbon Energy X, in collaboration with the international renewable energy company 
Juwi, has installed an 11 kW PV-Module mini-grid serving 250 households in Masurura, 
Tanzania 61,62.  

Husk Power Systems is an India-based company with a total of 200 installed mini-
grids (25-100 kW) serving 325 villages in India, Nepal, Uganda and Tanzania 63. According 
AECF (2014), Husk Power Systems has installed five 32 kW rice husk biomass gasifiers in 
Tanzania. However, no detailed information about the company's East African operations is 
available.  

The Kisiizi hydro-powered mini-grid is owned by Kisiizi Hospital Power Ltd, a 
subsidiary of Kisiizi Hospital, a private missionary hospital administered by the Church of 
Uganda 65,66. The power station, with a capacity of 300kW, was commissioned in 2009 66. 
The power from the station is used by the hospital and its affiliated institutions, and its 
surplus is sold to the wider Kisiizi community, including businesses and private homes. The 
number of connections by 2012 was 300 67. 

Remergy, a Denmark-based company established in 2014, has so far installed one 
solar PV mini-grid in Kayanza village in Uganda. The mini-grid is a 5 kW system that 
provides electrical power to 120 households and businesses for the primary purpose of 
electrical lighting 68. Remergy is, according to their website, preparing the implementation of 
similar systems in more off-grid villages (ibid.). 

Powergen, Kenya, a Nairobi-based company, has implemented and owns four mini-
grids in the Masaai Mare area in Kenya with a capacity of 1.4 kW each. Financing for the 
mini-grids was raised through the online crowd-funding source Kiva 69. Powergen has in total 
installed more than twenty mini-grids in Kenya however most of them are owned by others.  

Powerhive, Kenya, was founded in 2011. Although headquartered in the USA, 
operations are run from the regional office in Nairobi. They have installed and own four 
mini-grids of a total of 80 kW in the vicinity of Kisii 70 and is currently planning to upscale 
with hundred new sites (R. Wuts, personal communication, November 2014).  

 
  
Private large mini-grids 

According to Adebayo et al. 71 and Msofe 72, Andoya Hydro Electric Power Company 
has installed a 1.2 MW hydro-powered mini-grid in Mbinga, Mtambazi Tanzania (Ruvuma). 
Data availability and information about this project is very scarce, but according to Greacen 
the commercial operation of the plant was set for early 2015 40. There is no documentation 
confirming that this mini-grid has become operational.  
  

                                                      
* Promoted in partnership with the Netherlands Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the use of green power such as 
solar and wind at mobile network towers in remote, rural areas around the world. 
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Community Ownership 
The main type of community-owned mini-grid is the AC village mini-grid. There are no 
accounts of any community-owned DC village mini-grids. 
  
Community-owned village AC mini-grids  

The Urambo Electric Consumers Co-operative Society (UECCO), Tanzania, was set 
up in 1993. UECCO owns, operates and manages the Urambo Power plant, which consists of 
three diesel gensets with a total installed capacity of 278 kW. By 2005 approximately 2000 
people were being served through UECCO 28.  

The community of Thiba, Kenya, has initiated its own hydro project, partly in 
cooperation with a local NGO GPower, and has been running the 135 kW hydroelectricity 
mini-grid through a cooperative since 2005, with 180 HH connected 32.  

As part of it Energy for Development project, the University of Southampton has 
implemented a 13.5 kW mini-grid in Kitonyoni, Kenya. The mini-grid is owned and operated 
by a local cooperative 73.  
 
 
Symbolic Community Ownership  

As already mentioned, information and data available about ownership models is in 
many cases scarcely available. It is therefore often challenging to determine the actual 
ownership of community-based mini-grids, and the prevalence of this ownership model is 
therefore unknown. However, one example of a case where community ownership is vaguely 
defined in the literature is the Mpeketoni Electricity project in Kenya. This is a diesel-
powered mini-grid (initially 60 KVA, but later, with the addition of two generators, a total of 
207 KVA) that began electricity production in 1994. Since then the mini-grid has been 
increased to a capacity of 960 kW 74. Kirubi et al. present a well-documented analysis of the 
link between energy access and development from an empirical study of the Mpektoni mini-
grid 30. The mini-grid in the study is referred to as community-based, though without giving 
an actual account of the legal ownership arrangements. According to 75 the Mpeketoni mini-
grid is owned by the government and operated and managed by KPLC. According to 76 it was 
"handed over to the community in 2004", which could indicate that there was a change in 
ownership and/or management structure in 2004. However, documentation is scarce, and the 
mini-grid may well have been owned by the community from the beginning or have a shared 
ownership structure (hybrid ownership) involving both the community and the government.  
 With reference to the point made earlier, regarding how the real ownership of assets 
deserves greater attention than they are currently receiving, it is worth noting how the term 
“community-based” is used descriptively without defining what it refers to. “Community-
based” could in this case either refer to the typology of the mini-grid (that it is an AC village 
mini-grid) or to the ownership structure (that it is community owned). 
  

  

4.2 Policy environment and planned mini-grids  
 In terms of government support for mini-grids, all three countries are highlighting 
them as an important area of development 77–79.  
 
Tanzania 
 In the Scaling-up Renewable Energy Programme (SREP) investment plan for 
Tanzania 77, it is anticipated "that mini-grids will be developed mostly in areas where there 
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are one or more anchor commercial clients and/or TANESCO (that can be the buyer/seller of 
bulk power in conjunction with the renewable energy generation supplying the mini-grid) 
able to justify the bulk of the generation investment" (Reference 77, p. 56). This expectation 
is reflected in the electrification targets, where 25 large mini-grids with a capacity of 1.8 MW 
each are planned.  
 

In addition to the large mini-grids, fifty village-sized mini-grids are planned (ibid.). 
Furthermore, all eight SPP projects on isolated grids with either signed SPPA or LOI by 2013 
were in the range between 300 kW and 7.5 MW 77.  
 The Tanzania Energy Development and Access Project (TEDAP), which was 
launched by the REA in 2011 with funding from the World Bank, has an off-grid component 
with three sub-components. First sub-component is the small power producer programme, 
which supports grid-connected renewable energy projects, grid-connected mini-grids and 
isolated mini-grids up to 10 MW. The second sub-component is Stand-alone Renewable 
Energy Electrification (using SHS and solar institutional systems) under which falls the 
“Sustainable Solar Market Package” (SSMP) model, which bundles institutional systems with 
household electrification services; and the Cluster model, where market aggregation is 
achieved by working with local associations such as coffee, cashew and tea smallholder 
associations. The third sub-component is the “Lighting Rural Tanzania” competition 77. 
 On the regulation side, the current legal framework in Tanzania removes barriers for 
developers up to 10 MW 35. The Ministry of Energy and Minerals (MEM) has established 
simplified procedures for private-sector investment in solar, wind and micro-hydro projects, 
including a 100% depreciation allowance in the first year of operation 80. Also, SPPs 
operating on an isolated mini-grid generating less than 1 MW are not required to apply for a 
license and wait for approval from the regulator: a simple registration with the regulator 
suffices. Furthermore, for very small power producers (VSPPs) with an installed capacity of 
100 kW or less, there is no requirement for regulatory review or approval of proposed retail 
tariffs (ibid.). On that basis, Tenenbaum et al. argue that Tanzania has "made more progress 
than any other African country in developing a comprehensive SPP regulatory system" 
(Reference 35, p.22 ).  
 When it comes to private-sector engagement, two US-based multinational 
corporations are involved in developing grid-connected mini-grids in Tanzania. Symbion, in 
partnership with KMR Infrastructure, is developing a biomass project in Kigoma that will 
replace diesel-based power for an existing TANESCO mini-grid. The signed PPA is for 3.3 
MW, and commissioning was scheduled for December 2014 54. However, there are no 
accounts of the status of the project. The other company, called NextGens, is preparing a 5 
MW power plant supplying power to 150,000 rural HH through a PPA with TANESCO in 
Kigoma District, Tanzania. Commissioning is scheduled for January 2015 54. Similarly, there 
are no accounts of the current status of the project.  
 
Uganda 

Very little information is available about planned mini-grids in Uganda. The Rural 
Electrification Strategy Plan (RESP) from 2012 (covering 2013-2022) specifically prioritises 
rural electrification through PV-powered mini-grids. However, the goal of reaching 140,000 
additional off-grid installation service connections by 2022 includes both individual HH 
systems and mini-grids, and hence no specific targets are outlined for mini-grids 78. Although 
initiatives to support mini-grid initiatives have been taken (World Bank's Energy for Rural 
Transformation (ERT) programme) 81, alongside the Promotion of Renewable Energy and 
Energy Efficiency Programme (PREEEP) implemented by MEMD and GIZ 82,83, no 
information is available about the nature of these systems.   
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In 2011, the rural electrification sector received a 13 million Euro grant from the 
Dutch ORIO Infrastructure Fund for the development, construction and operation of ten 
hydro mini-grids of up to 1.5 MW each 84,85. The total capacity of the ten mini-grids is 6.2 
MW, and some of the mini-grids will be connected to the main grid 84. The project is still in 
the development phase (ibid.).  
 
Kenya     
 In Kenya, the government's rural electrification master plan from 2008 focuses on the 
retrofitting of existing diesel-based decentralised power stations in the form of hybrid 
schemes with solar PV and wind, which, according to Gichungi 86, is motivated by a wish to 
reduce operating costs. This refitting is being pursued through international donor support 
from the World Bank's Scaling-Up Renewable Energy Program (SREP), which aims to install 
3 MW of (PV and wind) in hybrid with the existing diesel generators in twelve isolated grids 
with a total installed capacity of 11 MW 79. In addition, currently fifteen mini-grids in the 
range of between 334 kW and 840 kW are under construction, and 44 sites have been 
identified for installing hybrid mini-grids. These are in the range between 284 and 1.3 MW 
and have a total capacity of 17.8 MW. According to AHK, these mini-grids are being 
installed to add capacity in order to cover electricity demand in towns that have grown along 
with population and economic activities, and are hence not contributing additional rural 
electrification 87. The UNEP lead programme entitled "Clean energy hybrid mini-grids in 
remote areas: an investment opportunity?" is seeking through demonstration projects to test 
and prove business models for replication 37. The programme focuses on systems with a 
capacity greater than 100 kW. The latest flagship publication from the Frankfurt School is 
focusing on refitting mini-grids with capacity sizes of 0.8MW to 9.5 MW 88.  
 
 

5. Discussion and conclusion 
 The review of current and planned mini-grid interventions in East Africa undertaken 
in this paper shows that mini-grids have become a catch-all phrase with many meanings. The 
term mini-grid is used to cover a broad range of systems ranging from a few kW up to 10 
MW, which masks the fact that the purpose of these systems varies. An overview of the 
combinations of ownership models and mini-grid types in East Africa identified in this paper 
is provided in Figure 1. 
 
 
 [Insert Figure 1 here] 
 
 
 
Large mini-grids are implemented through utility ownership, hybrid ownership or private 
ownership models and are all characterised as supplying electricity to places with a large 
customer base and high levels of productive activity. As a means of increasing rural energy 
access, large mini-grids can therefore be discarded, as they do not supply electricity to remote 
rural populations. The particular mini-grids appropriate for the purpose of rural electrification 
are AC village mini-grids, whether privately owned or community owned, as well as ABC 
mini-grids and DC village mini-grids.  
 When analysing government and donor initiatives through the framework presented in 
Section 3.1, it becomes clear that, although village-size mini-grids have a place in rural 
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electrification targets and plans, large mini-grids feeding into either the national grid or 
existing utility-driven mini-grids are given a high priority by governments and donors. 
 In Tanzania, in both the SREP and the TEDAP programmes, most initiatives are 
targeting large mini-grids. Specific programmes, targeted at what in this paper are called 
village-sized mini-grids, are limited to the “Sustainable Solar Market Package”, the Cluster 
Model and the “Lighting Rural Tanzania” competition.  
 In Kenya, the government and donor support to large mini-grids is even more 
prominent than in Tanzania. All fifteen mini-grids under construction are large mini-grids, as 
are eight out of ten existing mini-grids where hybridisation is being proposed. Furthermore, 
the 44 sites identified for future development lie in the capacity range of 179 kW to 1.3 MW, 
with the majority of systems > 300 kW. Kenya, through its portfolio of mini-grids, is 
specifically working towards expanding mini-grid systems in towns where demand is 
growing due to population growth and increasing productive activities 87.  

In Uganda, although information is sparse, Bena 89 stresses that mini-grids are being 
targeted at areas that are far from the grid but have concentrated loads, such as trading centres 
and islands communities. Also, at least five of six government-owned mini-grids are larger 
than 300 kW (ibid).   
  Although large mini-grids can be expected to contribute with additional connections 
and hence increase electricity access, these new connections will be in towns and not in rural 
areas. Large mini-grids represent a very different business case compared to village sized 
mini-grids, with better investment opportunities being secured due to the predictable cash 
flows made possible with high demand and predictable consumption patterns, and with 
operations resembling utility operations in respect of technical operation, management 
structures, financing requirements and bankability. 
 The literature review carried out in this paper and the discussion above show that, 
although the term “mini-grid” covers a variety of systems in terms of technical features and 
organisational models, no specific language is available to differentiate between these 
systems in a systematic manner. This lack of a specific language with which to describe 
variations of mini-grids systems may present a barrier to increasing our understanding of the 
challenges to scaling up rural energy access through various organisational models as well as 
to creating appropriate policy measures. The framework developed in this paper might be 
useful in overcoming these barriers.  
 Based on the discussion above, we can also conclude that in East Africa there is 
currently a contradiction between the discourse that proposes mini-grids as a solution for 
delivering rural energy access and current country-level activities prioritising large-scale 
mini-grids delivering power to large towns. The notion of the mini-grid has become what 
David Mosse has called a mobilizing metaphor 90. It is an inclusive notion, which, due to its 
blurred definition and positive connotations regarding rural electrification, is used to mobilize 
funding to provide green electricity to larger towns. 
 
Status and current trends for mini-grids for rural electrification 
 Community-owned AC village mini-grids, and to some extent privately owned AC 
village mini-grids, have in the past been the only types of mini-grids implemented for rural 
electrification. Community-owned AC village mini-grids have been and still are implemented 
through donor funding by NGOs and universities. However, when looking across the three 
mini-grid types appropriate for rural electrification, a trend toward increased private-sector 
involvement is emerging, with DC village mini-grids being the least prominent of the three. 
Only one privately owned DC village mini-grid has been identified in this study. Although 
this seems to suggest this type of mini-grid to be of lesser importance it would be premature 
to reject the potential of this solution. DC village mini-grids do not support productive uses. 
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However, they do represent an important effort to provide power for low load services such 
as lighting and mobile phone charging which are the primary demands in large parts of rural 
Sub-Saharan Africa 91. It is a solution that, in load potential, is comparable to SHSs and could 
therefore be seen as an appropriate transitionary solution in areas where local demand does 
not include productive loads. 
 The ABC mini-grid as a means to increase rural energy access is a relatively new 
phenomenon in Africa. Although delivering electricity to rural populations is part of the 
business model, the primary target end-users for the ABC mini-grid are anchor clients. The 
rationale behind the business model of ABC mini-grids is to ensure steady revenues from an 
anchor client, whereas providing energy access to those living near the anchor client is a 
secondary priority. ABC mini-grids with telecom towers as anchor customers have, according 
to Hankins et al., great potential in increasing energy access in rural communities 92. 
However, the impact with regard to rural energy access will depend on how the company 
implementing ABC mini-grids sets priorities between the (C)ommunity, the (A)nchor 
customer and the local (B)usinesses.  

Especially in Kenya, a growing private sector is delivering AC village mini-grid 
solutions. This currently emerging private sector is dominated by start-up small and medium-
size enterprises (SMEs) with a core business consisting in delivering rural energy access 
through business models that are highly reliant on ICT and smart technologies. This is a 
diverse group of companies, but common features include the fact that they are mission-
driven, that rural energy access is their core business and that they are implementing AC 
village mini-grids. Furthermore, their goal is to deliver rural energy access at scale rather than 
on a project basis. They are developing business models with the purpose of scaling up in 
order to deliver electricity to a large quantity of consumers through many smaller mini-grids. 

This trend towards increased private-sector involvement follows a general trend 
identified by Hansen et al. that is specific to the solar PV market in East Africa 38. Although 
private-sector involvement is growing, there are no signs of a reduction in NGO- and donor-
driven community-owned mini-grids. As Hansen et al. also stress, in the past donor-driven 
initiatives in the SHS market in Kenya have played an important role through 
experimentation and piloting, which contributed to maturing the private sector 38. Donor-
driven community-owned mini-grids could serve the same purpose of delivering knowledge 
and market information and hence contribute to maturing the private market.  
 
Future research suggestions 
 The fact that village-size mini-grids are particularly appropriate in the context of rural 
electrification, combined with the general expectation of private-sector involvement in 
driving the up-scaling of rural electrification, make privately owned AC village mini-grids a 
fruitful avenue for further investigation. One area for future research would therefore be 
empirically based analyses of concrete business models that pursue the dual objective of 
creating a social impact through the delivery of electricity and making a profit. A number of 
such private companies are developing AC village mini-grids in Kenya. However, very little 
is known about the performance of these private business models. Currently private-sector 
implementation of village-size mini-grids is at an early stage, and business models are still in 
the piloting phase. No private company has so far been able to scale up its operations. It is 
therefore unknown whether these private business models will be able to contribute to 
increasing rural energy access figures on a larger scale. This situation leaves policy makers in 
a void with respect to research-based policy recommendation. 
 Against this background, it seems timely and appropriate to address the challenges of 
diffusion of private-sector business models for rural electrification at three different levels.  
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 At the society social level, the diffusion of privately owned mini-grids could be 
analysed from an innovation system perspective, according to which the privately owned 
mini-grid is seen as a socio-technical innovation. One option in this regard would be to apply 
the multilevel perspective (MLP) as developed by Geels 93. This perspective would permit a 
focus on the wider framework conditions for creating a viable niche for private-sector mini-
grids while at the same time being sensitive to the role of networks and learning across 
multiple actors in the mini-grid sector. Also, by conceptualising private mini-grid developers 
as a new niche, insights could be revealed about the processes through which private 
companies are acting as niche builders and possibly about how this knowledge could be used 
to support such processes elsewhere.  
 At the private company level, it is expected that companies will enter the market for 
rural electrification through for-profit business models, but there is also reason to believe that 
privately owned AC village mini-grids will be implemented by highly mission-driven 
companies who seek to balance social and economic value creation in developing and 
managing their business models. Insights into how this dual mission is balanced and managed 
are essential for the practical results on the ground, not least for the long-term sustainability 
of the business models. Insight into these issues can be gained by drawing on perspectives 
from the social entrepreneurship literature 94.  
 At the village level, rural electrification interventions are not inserted into a void, but 
rather encounter a complex social reality 95. It might therefore be a fruitful avenue to analyse 
private-sector interventions in rural villages through the perspective of the actor-oriented 
approach 96,97, which allows the processes and dynamics at the interface between the private 
company and the recipients of electricity to be captured. Through this perspective, an 
intervention is viewed as an ongoing, socially constructed and negotiated process, and not 
simply as the execution of an already specified plan of action with controllable outcomes 96. 
This perspective could thus reveal insights about the role of existing structures, interests and 
conflicts in the arena where the electrification system is situated and provide explanations for 
the resulting challenges for the company.   
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Figure 1. Mini-grid types implemented through four ownership models 
 
Source: author’s own elaboration. 
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